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The ROLL-IN Load Leveler offers the user the advantage of loading and unloading skids and open bottom  
pallets with a standard hand pallet jack. Then with the push of a button the pallet can be positioned  

to the best ergonomic advantage of the individual operator.    
 

 The ROLL-IN Load Leveler is only 48” wide (51” wide for the 4,000 lb model) and does not take up any more room  
than the pallet itself; a huge attribute in cramped or crowded work areas. The ROLL-IN is fitted with a full  

perimeter toe sensor that provides the best in operator protection. While the lift is descending  
if any obstruction contacts the edge of the platform it immediately stops.    

 
Hand pallet jack accessibility, compact design, and true Southworth dependability make this  

a great choice for busy work stations where over exertion, fatigue and other ergonomic  
related issues are causing production bottlenecks. 

 
 Hand pallet jack accessibility>>>> The unique “E” shaped platform allows standard or narrow (27” & 20”  

wide) pallet jacks to dovetail into the lift and pick-up or set down skids and 
open bottom pallets. 

 
 Perimeter toe sensor >>>>  Automatically stops the platform descent - the ultimate toe protection  

      device   
 
 Unique “E” shaped platform >>>>  Pallet jack accessibility with generous contact under open bottom pallets  

or skids to support and stabilize the heaviest loads.  
 
 3 ¼” lowered height >>>>   The lower the starting height the greater the range of travel 

(2,500 lbs. model) available to the operator - less bending and less reaching 
     

 Fully adjustable down speed >>>> “Dial in” the exact down speed needed for each application change 
 
 Excess flow protectors >>>>  These valves provide an added measure of safety by assuring 

slow  platform descent in the unlikely event a hose were to fail 
 

 Braided hi-pressure hose >>>>  Rated at over 3 times the working pressure, the hi-quality industrial-grade 
      hydraulic hoses provide an added measure of safety 

 
 Powder coat finish >>>>   Tough, durable finish helps keep the machine looking good  

in the toughest of work areas 
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR USE BY SOUTHWORTH REPRESENTATIVES ONLY 
 

The ROLL-IN can only be used with skids or 

single faced pallets. The open bottom allows the 

pallet jack to be lowered away and rolled out of 

the lift.  It will not work with a GMA pallet. 

See Tech Sheet CS-18 for additional information on pallets and skids 

See Feature Sheet 79 for Application Guidelines for the ROLL-IN Load 
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